For more than 230 years, Asprey has combined fine craftsmanship and esteemed service to provide special bespoke commissions. Using traditional methods with modern designs, Asprey continues to craft one of a kind pieces for its discerning clientele.

Our dedicated team of experts regularly travel to all parts of the world for client consultations to ensure a high quality end result. Working with the clients’ brief, our in-house design teams create original initial plans and then a production schedule is tailored to meet timeframes and budgets. The final design is then placed in the hands of Asprey’s highly skilled craftsmen who bring the object to life in Asprey’s own workshops.

Up to any challenge, Asprey is committed to expertly producing timeless treasures. Asprey offers a truly integrated service in design and manufacture, allowing any concept to be perfectly realised and produced with the utmost quality.

The British Standard since 1781, Asprey is renowned worldwide as a maker of fine jewellery, china, silver, leather, watches, rare books, polo kit, special commissions, and items for the pleasure of giving.
An intricate and highly detailed ornamental egg with matching pill box made in 18ct gold set with semi precious gemstones, diamonds and guilloche enamel.
An intricate hand-crafted sterling silver model of an Arabian stallion, decorated with traditional fabric saddle and tack.
A traditional Gulf region incense burner with Islamic decoration in sterling silver with silver gilt. The matching tray is inlaid with white marble and lapis lazuli decoration.
Sterling silver and silver gilt pen and ink stand featuring two pens, bell and two crystal ink pots with clocks set in the opening lids.
Sterling silver and silver gilt Race to Dubai Golf Trophy. At the pinnacle stands the figure of 19th century Englishman, Harry Vardon, the world’s first touring professional golfer.
A full-size replica of an American football helmet made in silver gilt with polished finish.
A magnificent model of an Arabian Dhow in full sail.
Made to scale with remarkable attention to detail and finished with polished and matt textures set onto a silver sea and mahogany base.